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Spreadsheet programs list

Worksheet Software Spreadsheet is a desktop application for organizing, editing, and storing data in tabular form. [1] [2] [3] Spreadsheets were developed as analogues of computerised paper accounting worksheets. [4] The program runs on data entered into table cells. Each cell can contain either numeric or text data, or the results of formulas that
automatically calculate and display a value based on the contents of other cells. A spreadsheet may also refer to one such electronic document. [5] [6] [7] Spreadsheet users can adjust any stored value and observe the impact on the calculated values. This makes the spreadsheet useful for something analysis, as in many cases can be quickly investigated
without manual recalculation. Modern spreadsheet software can be multiple interacting pages and can display data either as text and numbers or in graphical form. Modern spreadsheets not only perform basic arithmetic and mathematical functions, but also provide built-in functions for common financial accounting and statistical operations. Calculations such
as net present value or standard deviation can be applied to table data with a programmed function in a formula. Spreadsheet programs also provide conditional expressions, functions to convert between texts and numbers, and functions that work with text strings. Spreadsheets have replaced paper-size systems throughout the business world. Although they
were first developed for accounting or accounting tasks, they are now widely used in any context where table lists are created, sorted, and shared. LANPAR, available in 1969,[8] was the first electronic spreadsheet on mainframe computers and time-sharing computers. LANPAR had an acronym: LANguage programming blocks random. [8] VisiCalc was the
first electronic spreadsheet on a microcomputer,[9] and helped turn apple II into a popular and widely used system. Lotus 1-2-3 was the leading spreadsheet when DOS was the dominant operating system. [10] Excel now has the largest market share on Windows and Macintosh platforms. [11] [12] [13] The spreadsheet program is the standard feature of the
office productivity kit; since the introduction of Web Applications, office kits now exist in the web app form. Web-based spreadsheets are a relatively new category. Usage LibreOffice Calc Spreadsheet Spreadsheet consists of a table of cells arranged in rows and columns that are subject to X and Y locations. X locations, columns are usually represented by
letters A, B, C, etc., but rows are usually represented by numbers, 1, 2, 3, etc. You can specify one cell, for example, by addressing row and column C10. This electronic concept of cell references was first introduced in LANPAR (Programming array language at random) (co-invented by Rene Pardo and Remy Landau) and an option used by VisiCalc, known
as the A1 sign. Additionally, spreadsheets have a concept range, a group of cells that are usually adjacent. For you can refer to the first ten cells in the first column with range A1:A10. LANPAR innovated forward reference/natural order calculation that does not re-appear until Lotus 123 and Microsoft MultiPlan Version 2. In modern spreadsheet applications,
multiple spreadsheets, often called worksheets or simple sheets, are collected together to create a workbook. The workbook is physically displayed with a file that contains all the data in the book, sheet, and sheet cell. Worksheets are typically displayed with tabs that reverse between pages, each containing one of the pages, although the numbers significantly
change the pattern. Add cells in a multipage book to the page name for reference, such as Sheet 1! C10 Some systems extend this syntax to allow cell references to different workbooks. Users interact with sheets primarily through cells. A specific cell can contain data by simply typing it or a formula that is usually created before text with an equal sign. The
data can contain a series of text hello to the world, number 5 or date 16-Dec-91. The formula starts with the equal sign =5*3, but it would normally be invisible, because the display shows the result of the calculation, 15 in this case, not the formula itself. In some cases, this may lead to confusion. The main feature of spreadsheets is the ability to refer to the
contents of other cells in a formula, which in turn can be the result of a formula. To create such a formula, one simply replaces the number with the cell reference. For example, the formula =5*C10 would produce a result by multiplying the value in cell C10 by the number 5. If C10 contains the value 3, the result will be 15. But C10 can also contain its own
formula that refers to other cells, and so on. The ability to chain formulas together is what gives the spreadsheet its strength. Many problems can be divided into a series of individual mathematical steps, and they can be assigned to individual formulas in cells. Some of these formulas can also be applied to ranges, such as the SUM function, which sees all the
numbers in the range. Spreadsheets have a lot of database principles and instory, but spreadsheets and databases aren't the same. A spreadsheet is essentially just one table, but a database is a collection of many tables with machine-readable semantic relationships between them. Although it is true that a workbook that contains three sheets is indeed a file
that contains multiple tables that can interact with each other, it is missing a database relational structure. Spreadsheets and databases are interoperable — pages can be imported into databases to become tables, and database queries can be exported to spreadsheets for further analysis. A spreadsheet program is one of the main components of an office
productivity suite that usually also includes a word processor, a presentation program, and a database management system. Use in the application kit commands for similar functions. Typically, sharing data between components is easier than with a non-integrated functionally equivalent collection of programs. This was a particular advantage at a time when
many personal computer systems are used in text mode displays and commands rather than the graphical user interface. History Paper Spreadsheets Word spreadsheet came from spreading it means a newspaper or magazine item (text or graphic) covering two facing pages, expanding across the centerfold and treating two pages as one large page. A
complex word lined page means a format used to present accounting ledgers, with columns for expense categories at the top, invoices on the left margin, and the sum of each payment in the cell where its row and column intersect, which was traditionally lined across the related general ledger (for accounting accounting) or on non-dipped sheets of paper
(called analysis paper) arranged in rows and columns in this format and approximately twice as wide as plain paper. [14] Early implementation batch spreadsheet report generator Batch spreadsheet is indistinguishable from batch compiler with input data attached when preparing output report, i.e. 4GL or conventional, noninteractive batch computer program.
However, this concept electronic spreadsheet was outlined in 1961 in a paper Budget Models and System Simulation by Richard Mattessich. [15] Mattessich (1964a, Chapter 9, Accounting and Analysis Methods) and its auxiliary Mattessich (1964b, Enterprise Simulation using a Budget Computer Program) applied the work to computerized spreadsheet
accounting and budget systems (mainframe programmes programmed in FORTRAN IV). These batch spreadsheets are primarily about adding or subtracting entire columns or rows (input variables) instead of individual cells. In 1962, this spreadsheet concept, called BCL for business computer language, was implemented at IBM 1130 [questionable - discuss]
and was transferred to IBM 7040 R. Brian Walsh at Marquette University, Wisconsin in 1963. This program was written in Fortran. Primitive time-sharing was available in these machines. In 1968 the BCL was ported by Walsh to an IBM 360/67 timesharing machine at Washington State University. It was used to help teach funding to business students.
Students were able to obtain the information prepared by the professor and manipulate it to represent and display coefficients, etc. In 1964, a book called Business Computer Language was written by Kimball, Stoffells and Walsh and both books and programs were copyrighted in 1966 and years later that copyright was restored. [16] The business data
resources had a FORTRAN preprocessor called Empires. In the late 1960s, Xerox used BCL to develop a more complex version of their timesharing system. LANPAR Spreadsheet Compiler The main invention in development electronic spreadsheets were provided by Rene K. Pardo and Remy Landau, who submitted a 1970 U.S. Patent 4,398,249
spreadsheet automatic natural order calculation algorithm. Although the patent was initially dismissed by the patent office as a purely mathematical invention, after 12 years of appeal, Pardo and Landau won a landmark court case before the Federal Circuit (CCPA), overturning the Patent Office in 1983 — stating that something does not stop becoming
patentable simply because the novelties of the issue are algorithms. However, in 1995, the United States Federal Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the patent was not enforceable. [17] The actual software was called LANPAR - LANguage for Programming Arrays random. [Note 1] It was conceived and fully developed in the summer of 1969 after pardo and
Landau's recent graduation from Harvard University. Co-inventor Rene Pardo recalls that he believed that one head of Bell Canada was not dependent on programmers to program and modify budget forms, and he thought of allowing users to type forms in any order and having an electronic computer calculate the results in the correct order (Forward
Reference/Natural Order Calculation). Pardo and Landau developed and introduced the software in 1969. [18] LANPAR was used by Bell Canada, AT&amp;amp; T and 18 phone companies across the country to sort the budget. LANPAR is also used by General Motors. Its uniqueness was pardo co-invention invention invention, which includes forward
reference/natural order calculation (one of the first non-procedural computer languages) [19] compared to left-to-right, top-down sequences to calculate the results of each cell that was used by visiCalc, SuperCalc, and the first version of The MultiPlan. Without forward reference/natural sequence calculation, the user had to refresh the spreadsheet until the
values in all cells changed. When the cell values remained constant, the user was convinced that no references were left in the spreadsheet. Autoplan/Autotab spreadsheet programming language in 1968, three former employees from the General Electric computer company headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona, set out to start their own software development
house. A. Leroy Ellison, Harry N. Cantrell, and Russell E. Edwards found themselves doing a lot of calculations by making tables of business plans that they were presenting to venture capitalists. They decided to save themselves a lot of effort and wrote a computer program that produced their own tables for them. This program, originally conceived as a
simple utility for their personal use, could prove to be the first software product offered by a company known as Capex Corporation. AutoPlan ran to GE's Time-sharing service; then a version that was running on IBM mainframe computers called AutoTab was introduced. (National CSS offered a similar product, In the early 1970s, there was a moderate
arrangement of the user database. The main application was the opinion study table.) AutoPlan/AutoTab was not a WYSIWYG interactive spreadsheet program, it was a simple scripting language spreadsheet. User-defined row and column names and labels, and then formulas defined in each row or column. In 1975, Autotab-II was advertised as an original
extension to 1,500 rows and columns, combined in any proportion that the user needs... [20] GE Information Services, which operated the time-sharing service, also launched its spreadsheet system, the Financial Analysis Language (FAL), around 1974. It was later supplemented by an additional spreadsheet language, TABOL[21][22], developed by
independent author Oliver Velot in the UK. Both FAL and TABOL were integrated into the GEIS database system DMS. IBM's Financial Planning and Control System IBM's Financial Planning and Control System was developed in 1976 by Brian Ingham at IBM Canada. It was introduced by IBM in at least 30 countries. It operated on ibm mainframe and was
one of the first applications for financial planning developed by APL, which completely concealed the programming language from the end user. Using the IBM VM operating system, it was one of the first programs to automatically update each copy of the application because new versions were released. Users can specify simple mathematical relationships
between rows and between columns. Compared to any modern alternatives, it could support very large spreadsheets. It loaded the actual financial planning data taken from the legacy batch system into each user's spreadsheet every month. It was designed to optimize the power of the APL with object cores, increasing program efficiency by as much as 50
times more than traditional programming approaches. APLDOT modeling language An example of an early industrial weight spreadsheet was APLDOT, developed in 1976 by the United States Railway Association's IBM 360/91, operated by The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, MD. [23] The application was successfully used for
many years in developing applications such as financial and cost models for the U.S. Congress and Conrail. APLDOT was named a spreadsheet because financial analysts and strategic planners used it to solve the same problems they dealt with with paper spreadsheet trays. VisiCalc VisiCalc has been running on Apple II since Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston implemented VisiCalc for Apple II in 1979 and for IBM PC in 1981, the spreadsheet concept became well known in the early 1980s. VisiCalc was the first spreadsheet that combined all the essential features of modern spreadsheet applications (except for forward-looking reference/natural order recalculation), such as wysiwyg interactive user
interface, automatic recalculation, status and formula lines, range copying with relative and absolute references, creating formulas by selecting referenced cells. Knows LANPAR At the time, PC World magazine called VisiCalc's first electronic spreadsheet. [24] Bricklin has talked about how to watch its university professors create a table of calculation results
on the board. When the professor found the error, he was exhausting to delete and rewrite several consecutive entries in the table, causing Bricklin to believe that he could replicate the process on the computer by using the whiteboard as a model to view the results of the underlying formula. His idea became VisiCalc, the first application that turned a personal
computer from a hobby computer enthusiast into a business tool. VisiCalc became the first killer application,[25][26] application that was so convincing that people could buy a particular computer just to use it. VisiCalc was not a small part of the responsibility for Apple II's success. The program was later ported to several other early computers, in particular
CP/M machines, Atari 8-bit family and various Commodore platforms. However, VisiCalc is still best known as the Apple II program. SuperCalc SuperCalc was a spreadsheet application published by Sorcim in 1980, and originally bundled (along with WordStar) as part of a CP/M software package that included an Osborne 1 laptop. It quickly became a cp/m de
facto standard spreadsheet and was transferred to MS-DOS in 1982. Lotus 1-2-3 and other MS-DOS spreadsheets adoption of IBM's PC after its introduction in August 1981, started slowly because most of the programs available it had translations from other computer models. Things changed dramatically with the introduction of Lotus 1-2-3 in November
1982, and the sale in January 1983. Since it was written specifically for an IBM PC, it was a good performance and became a killer app for this pc. Lotus 1-2-3 drove sales to the PC due to speed and graphics improvements compared to VisiCalc for Apple II. [27] Lotus 1-2-3, along with its rival Borland Quattro, soon moved to VisiCalc. Lotus 1-2-3 was released
on January 26, 1983, began to overdo the then most popular VisiCalc in the same year, and for several years was the leading spreadsheet dos. Microsoft releases the first version of Excel for the Macintosh on September 30, 1985, and then transferred it[28] to Windows, numbering the first version 2.05 (to synchronize with Macintosh version 2.2) and released
in November 1987. The Windows 3.x platform in the early 1990s allows Excel to take market share from Lotus. By the time Lotus responded with usable Windows products, Microsoft had begun to assemble its Office suite. Until 1995, Excel was the market leader in teaching Lotus 1-2-3,[14] and in 2013 lotus 1-2-3 stopped operating altogether. [29] Web
Spreadsheets Main Article: List of online spreadsheets With the advent of advanced web technologies such as Ajax circa 2005, a new generation of online spreadsheets has emerged. Equipped with a rich for the application user experience, the best web online spreadsheets are many features displayed in desktop spreadsheet applications. Mainframe
spreadsheet ICI job record system developed in 1974 ibm 370/145[30] Other spreadsheets Gnumeric is a free cross-platform spreadsheet program that is part of the GNOME Free Software Desktop Project. OpenOffice.org Calc and closely linked LibreOffice Calc (using an LGPL license) are free and open source spreadsheets. Notable current spreadsheet
software: LibreOffice Calc Calligra Sheets (formerly KCalc) Corel Quattro Pro (WordPerfect Office) Kingsoft Spreadsheets NeoOffice Numbers is apple inc. spreadsheet software that is part of iWork. PlanMaker (SoftMaker Office) Pyspread Discontinued Spreadsheet Software: 20/20 3D-Calc for Atari ST Computers Framework with Forefront Corporation/
Ashton-Tate (1983/84) GNU Oleo - Traditional Terminal Mode Spreadsheet UNIX/UNIX-like System Lotus IBM Symphony (2007) Javelin Software KCells Lucid 3-D Lotus Improv [3 Lotus Jazz macintosh Lotus Symphony (1984) MultiPlan Claris' Resolver One Borland's Quattro Pro SIAG SuperCalc T/Maker Target Planner Calc cp/M and TRS-DOS[32][33]
Trapeze Macintosh[34] Wingz macintoshem Other products Several companies have tried to break into the spreadsheet market with programs based on very different paradigms. Lotus introduced what is perhaps the most successful example of the Lotus Improv, which saw some commercial success, especially in the financial world, where its powerful data-
mining capabilities are still well respected to this day. The spreadsheet in 2000 tried to drastically simplify the formula for construction, but was usually not successful. The key concepts are cell grid concepts, called a sheet, with raw data called values, or formulas in cells. Formulas say how to mechanically calculate new values from existing values. Values are
general numbers, but they can also be pure text, dates, months, and so on. Extensions to these concepts include logical spreadsheets. A variety of programming page tools, data visualization, remotely connecting pages, displaying cell dependencies, and so on are usually provided. A cell in cell A can be considered a box for storing data. One cell is usually
referenced by its column and row (C2 represents the cell that contains the value 30 in the example below). Typically, rows representing dependent variables are given in decimal numbers starting from 1, and 26-adic bijective numeration using the letters A-Z as numbers in columns representing independent variables. Its physical size can usually be adjusted to
its contents by dragging its height or width to the intersection of boxes (or all columns or rows by dragging column or row headers). My Spreadsheet B C D 01 Sales 100000 30000 70000 02 Purchases 25490 30 200 An array of cells is called a sheet or worksheet. It is analogous to the variables computer program (although some constant values, when
entered, can be considered constants by the same analogy after they are entered). In most implementations, many worksheets can be in the same spreadsheet. For clarity, a worksheet is simply a subset of a spreadsheet. Functionally, the spreadsheet works as a whole, and all cells in the spreadsheet act as global variables (each variable has read access
except those that contain the cell). A cell can contain a value or formula, or it can simply remain blank. After starting, formulas usually begin with = sign. You can enter a value value from your computer keyboard by entering it directly in the cell itself. Or, a value can be based on a formula (see below) that can perform a calculation, display the current date or
time, or retrieve external data, such as a stock-to-one or database value. A spreadsheet value rule computer scientist, Alan Kay, used a term value rule to summarize a spreadsheet action: The value of a cell depends only on a formula that a user has typed in a cell. [35] A formula can rely on the value of other cells, but these cells are also limited to user-
entered data or formulas. The formula does not have side effects for calculating: the only output is to display the calculated result in its occupation cell. There is no natural mechanism for permanently modifying the cell contents unless the user manually changes the cell contents. In the context of programming languages, this gives a limited form of functional
programming of the first order. [36] Automatic recalculation of the Spreadsheet Standard since the 1920s, this optional feature eliminates the need to manually require the spreadsheet program to recalculate values (nowadays, the default option is not specifically turned off for large spreadsheets, usually to improve performance). Some previous spreadsheets
required a manual request for recalculation, as recalculation of large or complex spreadsheets often reduced the speed of data entry. Many modern spreadsheets still retain this option. Recalculation usually requires that the spreadsheet does not have circular dependencies. A dependency schedule is a schedule that contains a vertex for each updated object
and an edge that connects two objects each time one of them needs to be updated earlier than the other. Dependency graphs without circular dependencies form directed acyclic charts, partial ordering representations (in this case, in a spreadsheet) that you can rely on to get a specific result. [37] Real-time update This feature periodically refers to periodic
updates of cell contents with a value from an external source, such as a cell remote spreadsheet. For shared Web spreadsheets, this applies to immediately updating cells that are updated by another user. You also need to update all dependent cells. Locked cell After you enter, you can lock the selected cells (or the entire spreadsheet) to accidental rewriting.
This usually applies to cells that contain formulas, but they can refer to cells that contain constants, such as the conversion factor for kilograms/pounds (from 2,20462262 to eight decimal places). Although individual cells are marked as locked, spreadsheet data is not protected until the feature is activated in the file preferences. Data format Optionally, you can
define a cell or range to specify how a value is displayed. The default display format is usually set to its original content if it is not specifically set before, so for example, 31/12/2007 or 31 Dec 2007 would be the date cell format by default. Similarly, adding the % sign to a numeric value marks the cell as the cell's percentage format. In this format, the contents of
the cell are not changed, but only the displayed value. Some cell formats, such as numeric or currency, can also specify the number of decimal places. This may allow invalid operations (such as multiplication in a cell that contains a date) that results in illogical results without proper warning. Format cells Depending on the ability of a spreadsheet application,
each cell (such as its counterpart style in a word processor) can be formatted separately by using the attributes of the content (dot size, color, bold, or italic) or cell (border thickness, background shading, color). To facilitate the readability of the spreadsheet, you can conditionally apply cell formatting to the data; for example, a negative number may appear in
red. Cell formatting usually does not affect its contents, and depending on how the cells are referenced or copied to other worksheets or applications, the formatting may not be with the content. Use named cells Using named column variables x &amp; y in Microsoft Excel. Formula y=x2 resembles Fortran, and name Manager displays definitions of x &amp; y.
In most implements, you can name a cell or group of cells in a column or row, which allows the user to refer to those cells with a name instead of a grid reference. Names in a spreadsheet must be unique, but when you use multiple sheets in a spreadsheet file, you can use an identically named range of cells on each sheet, if different, by adding a sheet name.
One of the reasons for this use is to create or run a macro that repeats the command on many pages. Another reason is that formulas with named variables are easily tested against the algebra they are designed to implement (they resemble Fortran expressions). The use of named variables and named functions also makes the spreadsheet structure more
transparent. A cell reference Instead of a named cell, an alternative approach is to use a cell (or grid) reference. Most cell references point to another cell in the same spreadsheet, but a cell reference can also refer to a cell in another spreadsheet or (depending on implementation) to a cell in another spreadsheet or to a value from a remote A typical cell
reference in style A1 consists of one or two case insensitive letters to identify a column (if there are up to 256 columns: A-Z and AA-IV) followed by a row number (for example, in the range 1 to 65536). Any part can be relative (it changes when the formula in which it is moved or copied) or absolute (indicated by $ cell references in front of the respective part).
The alternate reference style R1C1 consists of the letter R, row number, letter C, and column number; relative row or column numbers are specified by including a number in parentheses. Most current spreadsheets use style A1, some providing R1C1 style as compatibility option. When a computer calculates a formula in a single cell to update the displayed
value of that cell, the cell reference(s) in that cell, naming another cell(s) that causes the computer to load the value of the named cell(s). A cell on the same sheet is usually dealt with as follows: =A1 Cell on another sheet of the same spreadsheet is usually dealt with as follows: =SHEET2! A1 (i.e. the first cell on page 2 of the same spreadsheet). Some
spreadsheet implementaes in Excel allow cell references to a spreadsheet other than the currently open and active file on the same computer or local network. This can also apply to a cell in another open and active spreadsheet on the same computer or network that is defined as shared. These references contain the full file name, such as: ='C:\Documents
and Settings\Username\My spreadsheets\[main sheet]Sheet1! A1 In a spreadsheet, references to cells are automatically updated when new rows or columns are inserted or deleted. However, when you add a row just before a set of totals for columns, you should be careful to ensure that the totals reflect additional row values that they often do not provide. A



circular reference occurs when a formula in a single cell refers, directly or indirectly, to another cell that refers to the first cell, either directly or indirectly, using a chain of cell references. Many common errors are caused by circular references. However, circular references are used in some useful techniques. These methods merge (usually) with the correct
values for these cells after many spreadsheet recalculations. You can also use a range reference by using a named range of cells. A reference to a range of cells is typical of a shape (A1:A6) that specifies all cells in the range A1 through A6. A formula such as =SUM(A1:A6), count all specified cells and insert the result into a cell that contains the formula itself.
In earlier spreadsheets on the sheet, the cells were a simple two-dimensional grid. Over time, the pattern has expanded to include a third dimension, and in some cases a series of named grids called pages. The most inverse examples allow for inversion and rotational actions that can slice and project data sets in different ways. Formula Simple Spreadsheet
Animation that multiplies values in the left column by 2, then sums aprēķinātās vērtības no labās kolonnas uz apakšējo šūnu. Šajā piemērā tiek ievadītas tikai kolonnas A vērtības (10, 20, 30), bet pārējās šūnas ir formulas. Kolonnas B formulas reizina vērtības no kolonnas A, izmantojot relatīvās atsauces, un formula šūnā B4 izmanto funkciju SUM(), lai atrastu
vērtību summu diapazonā B1:B3. Formula identificē aprēķinu, kas nepieciešams, lai rezultātu ievietotu tajā šūnā, kurā tas atrodas. Tāpēc šūnai, kurā ir formula, ir divi displeja komponenti; pašu formulu un iegūto vērtību. Formula parasti tiek parādīta tikai tad, ja šūna ir atlasīta, noklikšķinot peli virs konkrētas šūnas; pretējā gadījumā tas satur aprēķina rezultātu.
Formula piešķir vērtības šūnai vai šūnu diapazonam, un parasti tās formāts ir: =izteiksme, kurā izteiksme sastāv: vērtības, piemēram, 2, 9,14 vai 6,67E-11; atsauces uz citām šūnām, piemēram, A1 vienai šūnai vai B1:B3 diapazonam; aritmētiskie operatori, piemēram, +, -, *, /, un citi; relational operators, such as &gt;=, &lt;, and others; and, functions, such as
SUM(), TAN(), and many others. When a cell contains a formula, it often contains references to other cells. Such a cell reference is a type of variable. Its value is the value of the referenced cell or some derivation of it. If that cell in turn references other cells, the value depends on the values of those. References can be relative (e.g., A1, or B1:B3), absolute
(e.g., $A$1, or $B$1:$B$3) or mixed row– or column-wise absolute/relative (e.g., $A1 is column-wise absolute and A$1 is row-wise absolute). The available options for valid formulas depend on the particular spreadsheet implementation but, in general, most arithmetic operations and quite complex nested conditional operations can be performed by most of
today's commercial spreadsheets. Modern implementations also offer functions to access custom-build functions, remote data, and applications. A formula may contain a condition (or nested conditions)—with or without an actual calculation—and is sometimes used purely to identify and highlight errors. In the example below, it is assumed the sum of a column
of percentages (A1 through A6) is tested for validity and an explicit message put into the adjacent right-hand cell. =IF(SUM(A1:A6) &gt; 100, More than 100%, SUM(A1:A6)) Further examples: =IF(AND(A1&lt;&gt;,B1&lt;&gt;),A1/B1,) means that if both cells A1 and B1 are not &lt;&gt; empty , then divide A1 by B1 and display, other do not display anything.
=IF(AND(A1&lt;&gt;,B1&lt;&gt;),IF(B1&lt;&gt;0,A1/B1,Dalīšana ar nulli),) nozīmē, ka, ja šūnas A1 un B1 nav tukšas, un B1 nav nulle, tad sadaliet A1 ar B1, ja B1 ir nulle, tad parāda Dalīšana ar nulli, un nekas netiek parādīts, ja A1 un B1 ir tukši. =IF(OR(A1&lt;&gt;,B1&lt;&gt;),A1 vai B1 rādīt tekstu,) nozīmē parādīt tekstu, ja kāda no šūnām A1 vai B1 nav
tukšas. Labākais veids, kā veidot nosacījuma pārskatus, ir soli pa solim, kas seko error checking and refining code. A spreadsheet doesn't have to contain any formulas at all, in which case it can only be considered a collection of row and column (database) data, such as a calendar, schedule, or a simple list. Because of its ease of use, formatting, and
hyperlink capabilities, many spreadsheets are used for this purpose only. Use the User Defined Function sq(x) in Microsoft Excel. Spreadsheets usually have several functions supplied, such as arithmetic operations (e.g. aggregation, averages, etc.), trigonometric functions, statistical functions, etc. In addition, there is often a rule for user-defined functions. In
Microsoft Excel, these functions are defined by using the Visual Basic editor that came with Visual Basic for Applications, and these functions are automatically available on the worksheet. You can also write to programs that pull information out of the worksheet, perform some calculations, and report the results back to the worksheet. In the picture, the name
sq is user-assigned, and the sq function is implemented by using the Visual Basic Editor that is provided with Excel. Name Manager displays the named x &amp; y spreadsheet definitions. The functions themselves cannot be written to the worksheet, but simply return your rating. However, in Microsoft Excel, subroutines can write values or text that are located
in the subroutine directly in the spreadsheet. The following illustration shows the Subroutine Visual Basic code that reads each x member of the named column variable, calculates its square, and records that value in the corresponding y element of the named column variable y. Column y does not contain a formula because its values are calculated in a
subroutine, not in a spreadsheet, and are simply written. Remote spreadsheet If you reference a cell or group of cells that does not develop in the current physical spreadsheet file, it is considered to be accessing a remote spreadsheet. You can access the contents of a reference cell either in the first reference by manual updating or, more recently, in web
spreadsheets, as a near-real-time value with a specific automatic refresh interval. Chart Graph, created by using Microsoft Excel Many Spreadsheet Applications, allows you to generate charts, charts, or histograms from specified groups of cells that are dynamically restored when you change the cell contents. You can embed the generated graphics
component on the current page or add it as a separate object. You can use a formula based on the REPT function to create an Excel histogram. [38] Multidimensional spreadsheets in the late 1980s and early 1990s appeared in the first Javelin Software and Lotus Improv. Unlike traditional spreadsheet models, they used models based on objects called
variables rather than data in reference cells. These multidimensional Enabled to view data and algorithms in different ways of self-documenting, including multiple synchronized views at the same time. For example, Javelin users can navigate through connections between variables in a chart while seeing the logical roots and branches of each variable. This is
an example of what is perhaps its main contribution to the earlier Javelin- the concept of traceability of user logic or model structure through its twelve views. A complex pattern can be sewn and understood by others who did not have any role in its creation. In these programs, the time series or any variable was an object in itself, not a collection of cells that
appears in a row or column. Variables can have many attributes, including a complete understanding of their connections to all other variables, data references, and text and image notes. Calculations were made for these objects, not a range of cells, so adding two-layer series automatically aligns them during a calendar or a user-defined time period. The data
independent of the worksheets — variables and thus data — could not be destroyed by deleting a row, column, or entire worksheet. For example, the January cost is deducted from january revenue, no matter where they appear on the worksheet. This allows for actions later used in PivotTables, except that flexible manipulation of message tables was just one
of many options supported by variables. In addition, if the costs were recorded by week and revenue by month, the programme may be allocated or interpolated as appropriate. This object design allowed variables and whole models to interact with user-defined variable names and perform multidimensional analysis and array but easily editable consolidations.
Trapeze,[34] spreadsheet on mac, went further and clearly supported not only table columns, but also matrix operators. Logical spreadsheets Spreadsheets whose formula language is based on logical expressions instead of arithmetic expressions are called logical spreadsheets. Such spreadsheets can be used for deductive reasons about their cell values.
Programming questions Just as early programming languages were designed to generate spreadsheet printouts, programming methods themselves have evolved to process tables (also known as spreadsheets or matrices) data more efficiently on your computer. User Development Spreadsheets is a popular end-user development tool. [39] EUD refers to
activities or techniques in which people who are not professional developers produce automated behaviour and complex data objects without significant linguistic knowledge of programming. For many users, it's easier to perform calculations in spreadsheets than by writing an equivalent sequential program. This is due to multiple features of the spreadsheet.
They use spatial relationships to define program relationships. People have a highly developed intuition about space and dependence between Sequential programming usually requires typing by line of text, which must be read slowly and carefully to understand and change it. These are forgiveness that allows partial results and features to work. One or more
parts of a program can work correctly, even if other parts are incomplete or damaged. This makes it easy to write and debug programs. Sequential programming typically requires each line and character in the program to function properly. One error usually stops the entire program and prevents the result. Modern spreadsheets allow for secondary notation.
The program can be annotated with colors, typefaces, lines, etc. to provide visual guidance on the importance of elements in the program. Extensions that allow users to create new features can provide functional language capabilities. [40] Extensions that allow users to create and use models from the field of machine learning. [41] [42] Spreadsheets are
versatile. With their boolean logic and graphics capabilities, even electronic circuit design is possible. [43] Spreadsheets can store relationship data, and spreadsheet formulas can express all SQL queries. There is a query translator that automatically generates spreadsheet implementation from SQL code. [44] Spreadsheet programs The spreadsheet program
is designed to perform general computing tasks using spatial relationships rather than time as the primary organization principle. It is often convenient to think of a spreadsheet as a mathematical graphic where nodes are cells in a spreadsheet, and edges are references to other cells specified in formulas. This is often called a spreadsheet dependency chart.
You can use cell references for spatial concepts, such as relative position and absolute position, as well as named locations, to make spreadsheet formulas easier to understand and manage. Spreadsheets usually try to automatically update cells if the cells depend on changes. Earlier spreadsheets used simple tactics, such as evaluating cells in a specific
order, but modern spreadsheets are calculated by a minimal sales sequence from a dependency schedule. Later, spreadsheets also include a limited ability to distribute values in reverse by changing the source values so that a specific response is achieved in a specific cell. Because spreadsheet cell formulas are usually not worthless, however, this method is
rather limited in value. Many of the concepts common to sequential programming models are analogous to the spreadsheet world. For example, the sequential pattern of an index loop is typically represented as a table of cells with similar formulas (usually different only when they refer to cells). Spreadsheets have evolved to use scripting programming
languages, such as VBA, as an extensibility tool that goes beyond the spreadsheet language facilitation. The shortcomings, although spreadsheets were an important step forward in the quantitative model, are Their disadvantages include receiving unfriendly letter and number cell addresses. [45] ClusterSeven's research has shown huge inconsistencies in
the way financial institutions and corporate structures understand, manage and police work in the often extensive ownership of spreadsheets and unstructured financial data (including comma separated values (CSV) files and Microsoft Access databases). One study in early 2011 found nearly 1,500 people in the UK found that 57% of spreadsheet users never
received formal training on the spreadsheet package they used. 72% said that no internal department checked the accuracy of their spreadsheet. Only 13% said that Internal Audit is reviewing their spreadsheets, while only 1% receive checks from their risk department. [46] Spreadsheets have significant reliability problems. Studies show that about 94% of
spreadsheets in this area are errors, and 5.2% of cells in unaudited spreadsheets have errors. [47] Despite the high risk of errors, which are often associated with the authorship and use of spreadsheets, concrete steps can be taken to significantly improve control and reliability by structurally reducing the likelihood of errors at source. [48] The practical
expressiveness of spreadsheets can be limited if their modern characteristics are not used. A number of factors contribute to this limitation. To implement a complex pattern of cell-at-a-time, requires tedious attention to detail. Authors find it difficult to remember the meaning of hundreds or thousands of cell addresses that appear in formulas. These
disadvantages are mitigated by the use of named variables for cell labels and the use of variables in formulas rather than cell locations and manipulations by cell. You can use schedules to instantly show how results are changed by changing parameter values. A spreadsheet can be invisible except for a transparent user interface that requires user-customized
input, displays user-requested results, creates reports, and has built-in error traps to require correct input. [49] Similarly, formulas expressed in cell addresses are difficult to keep straight and difficult to audit. Studies show that spreadsheet auditors who check for numerical results and cell formulas do not find more errors than auditors who only check for
numerical results. [47] This is another reason for using named variables and formulas using named variables. Specifically, spreadsheets usually have many copies of the same formula. When you modify a formula, the user must change all the cells that contain the formula. By contrast, most computer languages allow the formula to appear only once in the
code and achieve repetition using loops: making them much easier to implement and audit. Dimension changes require major surgery. When you add or delete rows (or columns) to a table, you must adjust the size of many of the top-down tables that depend on changing the table. In this process, it is often to move other cells to make room for new columns or
rows and to adjust graph data sources. In large spreadsheets, this can be very time-consuming. [50] [51] Adding or removing a dimension is so difficult, it is usually necessary to start over. A spreadsheet as a paradigm forces one to decide on dimensionality right at the beginning of your spreadsheet creation, even though it is often the most natural to make
that choice after your spreadsheet model has matured. The desire to add and remove dimensions also occurs in parameter and sensitivity analyses. [50] [51] Collaboration in the field of authoring spreadsheet formulas can be difficult if such cooperation takes place at the address level of cells and cells. Other spreadsheet problems include:[52][53] Some
sources support the use of specialized software rather than spreadsheets for some applications (budgeting, statistics)[54][55][56] For many spreadsheet software products such as Microsoft Excel[57] (versions before 2007) and OpenOffice.org Calcin[58] (versions before 2008), the capacity limit is 65,536 rows to 256 columns respectively (216 and 28,
respectively). This can cause problems for people who use very large data sets and can cause data loss. Lack of audit and review controls. This makes it hard to determine who changed what and when. This can lead to problems with regulatory compliance. The lack of review controls significantly increases the risk of errors as it is not possible to track, isolate
and verify changes in the document. [quote required] Lack of security. Spreadsheets are missing controls about who can view and modify specific data. This, combined with the audit deficiency mentioned above, can help someone to commit fraud. [59] Because they are loosely structured, it is easy for someone to make an error by accidentally or intentionally
entering information in the wrong place or by expressing dependencies between cells (e.g. in a formula). [50] [60] [61] Formula results (example =A1*B1) refer to only one cell (i.e. the cell containing the formula, in this case, possibly C1), even if it can extract data from many other cells, and even real-time dates and actual times. This means that for cells to
perform a similar calculation, you must repeat an almost identical formula for each row of the input array (but it lives in its output cell). This differs from the formula in a normal computer program, which usually performs a single calculation, that it applies to all inputs in a row. With current spreadsheets, this forced iteration of almost identical formulas can have
harmful effects from a quality assurance point of view and is often the cause of many spreadsheet errors. Some spreadsheets have array formulas to address this issue. Trying to manage the sheer amount of spreadsheets that can exist in a company without proper security, audit trails, accidental implementation errors and other items can become
overwhelming. Although there are built-in and third-party tools for desktop spreadsheet applications that address some of these flaws, understanding and using them is usually low. A good example of this is that 55% of capital market professionals do not know how their spreadsheets are audited; only 6% invest in third-party solutions[62] Spreadsheet Risk
Additional Information: Financial Modeling § Accounting spreadsheet risk is the risk associated with getting a materially incorrect value from a spreadsheet application that will be used in making a related (usually numerically based) decision. Examples include asset valuation, financial account setting, therapeutic dose calculation or the size of a bearing beam
for structural engineering. The risk may occur when you enter erroneous or fraudulent data values, errors (or incorrect changes) as part of the spreadsheet logic, or when you take the appropriate updates (such as outdated exchange rates). Some single-instance errors have exceeded $1 billion. [63] [64] Since the risk of spreadsheets is mainly related to the
activities (or omissions) of individuals, it is defined as a subcategory of operational risk. Nevertheless, studies[65] conducted by ClusterSeven showed that around half (48%) the companies from c-level managers and senior managers of companies that report annual revenues of over £50m said there was either no use control at all or a poorly applied manual
process over the use of spreadsheets at companies. [65] In 2013, Thomas Herndon, an economics graduate at amherst University of Massachusetts University, found major coding errors in a spreadsheet used by economists Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff in The Growth in a Debt, a highly influential 2010 magazine article. Reinhart and Rogoff's article
was widely used as an excuse to run the 2010-2013 European austerity programmes. [67] See also Attribute value system Spreadsheet software comparison Move and copy spreadsheets Spreadsheet software list Model audit Notes ^ This may be backronyym, since LANPAR also has developer names, Landau and Pardo portmanteau. References ^
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curlie Spreadsheet – its first Computerization (1961-1964) by Richard Mattessich CICS history and introduction of IBM 3270 by Bob Yelavich Autoplan &amp; Autotab article Creative Karma Spreadsheets in Science from 2 Computer Programming languages A fourth-generation programming language (4GL) is any computer programming language (4GL) is
any computer programming language (4GL) is any computer programming language (3GL) of a class of languages upon third generation programming languages (3GL). Each generation of programming languages aims to ensure a higher information about internal computer hardware, making the language programmer more friendly, powerful, and versatile.
Although the definition of 4GL has changed over time, it can be described by using large collections of information at once rather than focusing solely on bits and bytes. Languages claimed to be 4GL may include support for database management, reporting, mathematical optimization, GUI development, or web development. Some researchers point out that
4GLs are a subset of domain-specific languages. [1] [2] The 4GL concept was developed between 1970 and 1990, covering most of 3GL's development, with 4GLs identified as non-procedural or program-creative languages compared to 3GLs being algorithmic or procedural languages. While 3GLs such as C, C++, C#, Java, and JavaScript are still popular
for a variety of applications, 4GLs as originally identified are used focused on databases, reports, and websites. [3] Some advanced 3GLs such as Python, Ruby, and Perl combine approximately 4GL capabilities in a general-purpose 3GL environment,[4] and libraries with 4GL-like features have been developed as add-ons for the most popular 3GLs,
producing languages that have a combination of 3GL and 4GL, an uncertain difference. [5] The 20th and 1990s were an effort to develop fifth generation programming languages (5GL). History Although it was used in documents and discussions in the past, term 4GL was officially used by James Martin in his 1981 book Application Development Without
Programmers[6] to refer to the languages of non-, high-level specifications. In a way, 4GLs were included early in the mark-IV (1967) product and Sperry's MAPPER (1969 internal use, 1979 release). 4GL's beginnings and continued interest in motivation are several. This term may refer to a large set of software products. It can also be applied to an approach
seeking greater semantic characteristics and implementation capacity. Just as 3GL offered more power to the programmer, so too was 4GL to open up a development environment for the general public. Early entry diagram for 4GL-supported data entry within the perforated map within 72 characters (8 bytes used for sequencing) if the map tag identifies the
type or function. With the clear use of some cards, the 4GL deck could offer a wide range of processing and reporting options, but equivalent functionality encoded in 3GL could subsume perhaps an entire box or more cards. [7] The 72-character format continued for some time as the hardware progressed to larger memory and terminal interfaces. Even with its
limitations, this approach supported very complex applications. As the interfaces improved and allowed longer notification length and grammar-driven input processing, more power in the en-su. An example is described on the nomadic page. Another example of Nomad's powers is illustrated by Nicholas Rawlings in his comments on Computer History ncss
(see citation below). He reports that James Martin asked Rawlings about nomad's solution to a standard problem Martin called an engineer's problem: providing 6% leads to engineers whose job ratings were averaging 7 or better. Martin provided a dozen pages of COBOL, and then only a page or two of Mark IV, from Informatics. Rawlings offered the
following one statement, conducting a set-at-a-time operation... 4GL's development was influenced by several factors, and hardware and operating system constraints were high weight. When 4GL was first introduced, a different mix of hardware and operating systems was introduced, which was characteristic of the system to ensure sales. One example is the
MAPPER system developed by Sperry. Although it has roots back to the beginning, the system has proven successful in many applications and has been moved to modern platforms. The latter option is incorporated into the Bis[8] offer unisys. MARK-IV is now known as VISION: BUILDER and offers Computer Associates. The Santa Fe Railway uses MAPPER
to develop a system in a project that was an early example of 4GL, rapid prototyming, and planning for users. [9] The idea was that it was easier for railway experts to use MAPPER than to teach programmers the intricacies of rail operations. [10] One of the early (and portable) languages with 4GL characteristics was Ramis, developed by Gerald C. Cohen at
mathematical software company Mathematica. Cohen left Mathematica and founded Information Builders to create a similar reporting-oriented 4GL, called FOCUS. Later 4GL types are related to database systems and are far different from previous types of using techniques and resources resulting from the overall improvement in computing over time. An
interesting twist to the 4GL scene is the realization that the graphical interfaces and related reasoning by the user form a language that is poorly understood. Types There are several different types of 4GL: table-driven (non-code) programming, which typically works with the runtime structure and libraries. Instead of using the code, the developer defines his
logic by selecting the operation in a predefined list of memory or data table manipulation commands. In other words, instead of encoding, the developer uses table-controlled algorithm programming (see also control tables that can be used for this purpose). A good example of this type of 4GL language is PowerBuilder. These types of tools can be used for
business application development, which usually consists of packages that allow both business data manipulation and reporting, so they come with GUI screens and message editors. They typically offer integration with lower-level DLLs generated from a typical 3GL when the need for more hardware/OS-specific operations arises. The programming languages
of the report generators take a description of the data format and a message to generate and that they either generate the required report directly or generate the program to generate the report. See also RPG-like, form generators to manage online interactions with application system users or create programs to do so. More ambitious 4GLs (sometimes called
fourth generation environments) attempt to automatically generate all systems from case tools, specification screens and messages, as well as possibly specification for some additional processing logic. Data management 4GLs such as SAS, SPSS and Stata provide complex coding commands for data manipulation, file conversion, case selection, and data
documentation when preparing data for statistical analysis and reporting. The so-called XTalk languages originally developed by Apple Hypercard in 1987. Hypercard was the origin of more modern and powerful programs like SuperCard, Toolbook and LiveCode. Some 4GLs are integrated tools that make it easy to identify all the necessary information: James
Martin's version of the Information Engineering Systems Development Methodology was automated to be able to enter system analysis and design results in the form of data flow charts, unit ratio charts, unit life history charts, etc., of which hundreds of thousands of lines of COBOL will be created overnight. More recently, Oracle Corporation Oracle Designer
and Oracle Developer Suite 4GL products could be integrated to create database definitions and forms and reporting programs. Low-code environment In the twenty-first century, 4GL systems have emerged as a low-code environment or a platform for fast application development in a short period of time. Suppliers often provide sample systems, such as
CRM, contract management, error tracking, from which development can take place with little programming. [11] Examples General Use/Universal Accelerator (Productivity) Accell/SQL (4GL) from Unify Corporation. CA-Telon 4GL Cobol/PLI generator Clarion Clipper Cognos PowerHouse 4GL DataFlex FOCUS Forté TOOL GeneXus Harbour IBM Rational
EGL (Enterprise Generation Language) LabVIEW LANSA LINC LiveCode M-Power NATURAL Omnis Studio SDK Oracle Application Development Framework OutSystems (Productivity/PaaS) PowerBuilder DEC RALLY SheerPower4GL (Microsoft Windows Only) SQLWindows/Team Developer Uniface Unix Unix Shell DataFlex (Microsoft Windows, web,
mobile) Visual FoxPro XBase ++ database query language FOCUS 4D QL Informix-4GL NATURAL OpenEdge HDL OpenROAD (Ingres 4GL) Ramis SQL Report Generators LINC Oracle Reports Progress 4GL query/Results RPG-II Extract data from files or databases, To create reports in different formats are performed report generator tools. Data
manipulation, analysis and reporting language Ab Initio ABAP Audit Command Language Clarion Programming Language CorVision Culprit ADS/Online (plus transaction processing) Easytrieve FOCUS GraphTalk IDL Pro Informix-4GL JSL LANSA M-Power LabVIEW LiveCode MANTIS MAPPER (Unisys/Sperry) is now part of BIS MARK-IV
(Sterling/Informatics) now VISION: BUILDER CA Simulink component MATLAB NATURAL Rentals Octave PL/SQL Progress 4GL PROIV R Ramis S ScilabS SPS SQL PL SQR Stata Synon Wolfram Language XBase+ + Xquery XSLT software makers 4 dimension (Software) LiveCode MATLAB's GUIDE Omnis Studio OpenROAD Progress 4GL AppBuilder
SuperTalk Visual DataFlex XUL Can be used with Xquery Mathematical Optimization AIMMS AMPL GAMS MathProgLAB MAT Mathematica Database-driven GUI application Development of projects C/AL Genexus SB+/SystemBuilder Unify VISION Low code / No code development platform [12][13] 1C:Enterprise programming language Appcelerator Appian
Bizagi DronaHQ[14] K2[15] Kony[16] LANSA M-Power Mendix OutSystem Pegasystems PNMsoft Progress ServiceNow Servoy ViziApps WebRadio Screen Painters and Generators Oracle Forms Progress 4GL ProVision SB+/SystemBuilder Web Development Language ActiveVFP CFML LANSA OutSystems Wavemaker See also First Generation
Programming Language Second Generation Programming Language Third Generation Programming Language Fifth Generation Programming list of languages in the fourth generation programming language Domain-specific programming language Fast application development References ^ 35. Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences - 1002
Domain-specific Language Software Engineering Archived May 16, 2011, at Wayback Machine ^ Arie van Deursen; Paul Klint; Domain-specific languages: Annotated bibliography. Archived from the original on 20 September 2009. Updated: 2009-03-15. Part 1: 750 New Zealand organisations. HDL: 10523/928. Cite journal requires |journal = (help) ^ ^
Definition of fourth generation language. pcmag. Retrieved 7 May 2020. ^ Martin, James. Application development without programmers. Prentice-Hall, 1981. Isbn 0-13-038943-9.Isbn 0-13-038943-9. ↑ IBM Punch Cards. www.columbia.edu. Archived from the original on 20 February 2019. Updated: 2019-02-03.c. Unisys. 2006/08/21. Retrieved 2019-02-03.
User-developed computing: the next generation. [book on report generator and MAPPER system] ^ Barbara Canning McNurlin; Ralph H. Spragues (2004). Chapter 9: information systems in practice (PDF). Pearson / Prentice Hall. ISBN 978-0-13-101139-7. [Permanent dead link] ^ Forrest, Conner. How Salesforce uses low-code orchestration to save
floundering IoT projects. Zdnet. ^ Marvin, by Rob; August 10, 2018 1:50 pm EST; August 10, 2018. The best low-code development platforms Year. pcmag. CS1 maint: numerical names: list of authors (link) ↑ Sayer, Martin Heller and Peter (April 6, 2018). 25 simple tools to build a mobile mobile Quickly. InfoWorld. Archived from the original on 18 November
2017. Retrieved 17 November 2017. ^ DronaHQ. Create apps without coding. www.dronahq.com. Archived from the original on 8 April 2019. Updated: 2019-09-11 www.k2.com. Archived from the original on 11 January 2017. Retrieved 2017-11-20. Accelerate digital success. Mr. Koy. Archived from the original on 11 December 2017. Retrieved 2017-11-20
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